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Abstract: Thermogravimetric research on the influence of wood species on its thermal decomposition. The
purpose of this work is to gain the knowledge on thermal decomposition of exotic woods and comparing it to
native species. This paper described experimental research with the use of thermogravimeter for thermal
analysis. The experimental material was made from the following species of wood: opepe, iroko, merbau, oak.
The measurements were made in polithermal conditions with heating rates: 2,5oC/min, 10oC/min and 20oC/min,
under air atmosphere. Obtained results show higher thermal resistance of exotic woods.
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INTRODUCTION
In fire conditions wood is under the influence of heat flux. The effect of hot gases on
the surface of the wood and thermal radiation begin the process of thermal decomposition,
which starts the flaming or smoldering combustion. The knowledge of thermal decomposition
can be used for modeling building fires (Bryden et al 2002). The order of the process of
pyrolysis considerably influences the heat emission and in consequence the dynamics of fire
development. This is why many scientists and research centers in Poland and all over the
world are interested in this area of knowledge (Bilbao and Mastral 1996, Zawadzki et al.
2007, Muller-Hagedorn 2002, Peters and Bruch 2001, Gao et al. 2005, Bilbao et al. 1992,
Blaine and Hahn 1998). The main subject of research are European woods and knowledge
from this area is vast. This cannot be related to exotic woods, which are more often used in
construction. Thermal decomposition of wood is a very complicated process which proceeds
in hetero phase configuration. For widening the knowledge about thermal decomposition
thermogravimetric measurements can be used. From the analysis of obtained diagrams we can
get temperatures of the beginning of thermal decomposition and kinetic parameters of this
process. Mostly it is: the grade of reaction, activation energy and pre-exponential factor from
the Arrhenius equation. The grade of reaction is determines the speed of mass decrease and
the heat of combustion of gaseous products and it is very useful when describing the
relativeness of mass decrease in function of temperature. Thanks to thermogravimetric research it
is possible to, for example, determine temperatures in which decomposition reactions take place and
connected with it sample mass changes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The apparatus used for thermal decomposition wood is shown in Fig. 1 (produced by
TA Instruments, model Q 500). In the research samples from European oak (Quercus robur
L.), opepe (Nauclea diderrichii De Wild), iroko (Milicia excelsa (Welw.) C.C.Berg) and
merbau (Intsia bijunga Ktze) woods were used (the names of wood according to PN-EN
13556:2005). Every kind of wood used for research was of natural origin. Prior to
thermogravimetric experiments, samples were grounded to small chips (1 mm). Masses of the
samples oscillated between 39,57 mg and 42,69 mg. Such size of particles is preferable in
chemical analysis of wood. It is also compatible with results obtained by Bilbao (Bilbao et al.
1992), who stated that thermal decomposition of samples smaller than 20 mm eliminates the
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influence of thermal conduction in wood on the process of pyrolysis. The samples were
exposed to thermal decomposition in polithermal conditions. The heating rates: 2,50 C/min,
100 C/min and 200 C/min. The measurements were made under air atmosphere.

Fig.1. Thermogravimeter for the thermal analysis

RESULTS AND CONLUSSIONS
Obtained results are summarized in table 1. The thermal process describes two main
phases. The first most important phase started at 209,30C (for oak, 2,50C/min) to 248,70C (for
merbau, 200C/min).
Table 1. Selected results from thermal decomposition of wood samples
Kind of
( C/min)
TPap ( C)
T50% ( C)
T I maks ( C)
wood

T II maks. (0C)

mpoz. (%)

297,1
317,9
330,9

414,6
418,2
411,9

0,9
0,8
0,6

2,5
220,3
303,3
301,6
10
234,2
329,4
324,4
20
242,4
341,9
339,8
2,5
217,7
313,7
284,4
iroko
10
235,8
316,7
304,7
20
248,5
321,9
315,1
2,5
225,3
314,1
293,1
merbau
10
245,0
342,7
323,9
20
248,7
342,7
332,2
– heating rate ( C/min),
TI maks – pyrolysis temperature of the beginning of an active phase I ( C),
TII maks – pyrolysis temperature of the beginning of an active phase II ( C),
T50% - temperature of 50% mass loss ( C),
mpoz. – mass of pyrolytic residue (%).

426,6
412,0
402,1
384,0
376,6
347,3
424,9
397,8
378,6

0,9
1,1
0,7
1,2
0,9
0,8
0,6
0,9
0,6

oak

2,5
10
20

209,3
224,2
241,2

315,4
323,4
336,4

opepe

Merbau wood in its composition contains a high content of substances non-structural
(several percent - normally in the domestic wood structural components of a few%, ie 3-5%).
Some of them are out of light cells merbau (the structure of the wood) - preventing heat
transfer by lifting and extraction of volatile substances as a result of thermal decomposition
(Monder Kozakiewicz 2010). During the studies of thermal decomposition was observed
implications on this process. Exemplary thermogram for merbau wood is shown in Fig 2.
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Fig 2. Thermogram (TG i DTG) for merbau wood sample, with heating speed 2,5oC/min.

On the basis of made experiments and obtained results we can present following
conclusions:
1. Analyzing given curves we can define, that thermal degradation of a sample begins fastest
at heating rate of 2,5oC/min. Together with the growth of heating rate grows temperature of
the beginning of thermal decomposition – the highest at 20oC/min.
2. Obtained results show higher thermal resistance of exotic woods. The difference is clearly
visible when the heating rate is low. However with higher heating rates this difference
blurs. We can also observe that temperatures of partial mass decrease do not show the
superiority of exotic woods over domestic wood.
3. Density of the wood is one of the dominant parameters influencing thermal decomposition.
We can observe that woods with higher densities thermally decompose later (in higher
temperatures) than woods with lower densities. Moreover when we compare exotic woods
and oak with similar densities (opepe and oak) we can observe better performance of
exotic wood.
4. Temperature values of partial mass decrease of examined wood samples were decreasing
with the decrease in heating speed. This shows that examined woods decomposed earlier
while heated with lower rate. The higher the rate of heating the later the decomposition can
be observed.
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Streszczenie: Termograwimetryczne badanie wpáywu rodzaju drewna na jego rozkáad
termiczny. Zakres pracy obj badania eksperymentalne z wykorzystaniem termo grawimetru
do analizy termicznej. Materia badawczy stanowi y próbki krajowego drewna d bu (Quercus
robur L.) oraz nast puj cych gatunków drewna egzotycznego: badi (Nauclea diderrichii De
Wild), iroko (Milicia excelsa (Welw.) C.C.Berg), merbau (Intsia bijunga Ktze) oraz
krajowego d bu. Pomiary zrealizowano w warunkach politermicznych z zastosowaniem
szybko ci ogrzewania: 2,50 C/min, 100 C/min i 200 C/min, w atmosferze powietrza. Wyniki
bada wskazuj , e temperatura pocz tku rozk adu termicznego drewna egzotycznego jest
wy sza. Zale no
ta jest szczególnie widoczna dla najni szej szybko ci ogrzewania
(2,50C/min).
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